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What is This?
Video Prompting Versus Other Instruction Strategies for Persons With Alzheimer’s Disease

Viviana Perilli, MA1, Giulio E. Lancioni, PhD2, Frans Hoogeveen, PhD3, Alessandro Caffó, MA1, Nibiray Singh, PhD4, Mark O’Reilly, PhD5, Jeff Sigafoos, PhD6, Germana Cassano, MA7 and Doretta Oliva, MA8

Abstract
Background/Aim: Two studies assessed the effectiveness of video prompting as a strategy to support persons with mild and moderate Alzheimer’s disease in performing daily activities. Methods: In study I, video prompting was compared to an existing strategy relying on verbal instructions. In study II, video prompting was compared to another existing strategy relying on static pictorial cues. Video prompting and the other strategies were counterbalanced across tasks and participants and compared within alternating treatments designs. Results: Video prompting was effective in all participants. Similarly effective were the other 2 strategies, and only occasional differences between the strategies were reported. Two social validation assessments showed that university psychology students and graduates rated the patients’ performance with video prompting more favorably than their performance with the other strategies. Conclusion: Video prompting may be considered a valuable alternative to the other strategies to support daily activities in persons with Alzheimer’s disease.
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Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease is an irreversible neurodegenerative condition characterized by a progressive and significant decline in cognitive and physical functioning and is a leading cause of disability (dementia) in old age.1-7 The disease is also frequently associated with increasing spatial disorientation, even in indoor contexts, memory impairment, and negative social–emotional effects (e.g., apathy, withdrawal, and depression), making the situation of the persons affected very complex and seriously compromised.8-11 One of the key clinical features associated with Alzheimer’s disease is the progressive decline in the patient’s ability to perform daily activities (i.e., the ability to remember the steps involved in the activities and their sequential order).18-26

Behavioral research efforts aimed at devising strategies to support the performance (recovery) of daily activities are based on the assumption that the patients’ ability to carry out daily activities is a way to (1) counter their decline, frustration/depression, and withdrawal,3,17,27-32 (2) promote their self-determination, alertness, and social image,3,7,17,30,31 and (3) enhance their overall quality of life and reduce their demand on caregivers.33,34

Recently, several efforts have been directed at setting up and evaluating technology-based instruction strategies to promote independent daily activity in patients with Alzheimer’s disease.35-41 These technology-aided strategies were designed to provide the patients one instruction at a time, in relation to the single steps of the activities that they were to perform, in order to help them circumvent their memory problems.22,23,25,42 The view was that the patients could learn to use those instructions successfully and, hence, manage the activities independently regardless of their memory conditions.29,35-40 The more widely
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used strategy involved verbal instructions. A second strategy assessed with these patients involved pictorial instructions.

The positive results obtained with both those strategies are very encouraging and also suggest the desirability or need of devising additional strategies so as to have multiple alternatives allowing one to reach a wider range of patients. For example, the pictorial instructions involved in the second strategy mentioned above were static visual cues. Recent research with persons having developmental disabilities and autism seems to indicate that dynamic visual cues (ie, video clips representing the actions involved in the single activity steps) may be more effective forms of instruction than static pictorial images. Such a dynamic approach, known as video prompting, might represent a more informative/transparent form of instruction than static pictorial representations and verbal instructions (whose messages need to be translated into step actions) for persons with Alzheimer’s disease as well.

The present 2 studies served to (1) develop and assess a technology-aided intervention strategy involving video prompting for persons with Alzheimer’s disease and (2) compare the effects of such a strategy with those of a verbal instruction strategy (study I) and those of a strategy based on static pictorial cues (study II). The expectation was that the new strategy could be more effective than, or as effective as, the previously developed strategies (ie, based on the presumably high transparency of video prompting). In the former case, the data would point to a new approach that could become an instrument of choice in the daily work with persons with Alzheimer’s disease. In the latter case, the data would point to an alternative that could be used profitably whenever staff or patients preferred it to the previous ones. A second objective of the studies was to carry out social validation assessments of the video prompting strategy in comparison with each of the existing strategies. University psychology students and graduates served as social raters within those assessments.

**Study I**

**Method**

**Participants.** The participants (Holly, Wendy, Louise, and Rhonda) were between 72 and 91 (mean \[M\] = 78) years of age and attended a nursing home for persons with Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias, in which they were involved in various forms of supervised occupational and leisure activity (eg, craft projects, games, and music) and mild physical and cognitive exercises. They were not reported to have specific pharmacological treatment for their disease. Their selection for the study was based on 3 general criteria. First, they were functioning within the mild or moderate range of Alzheimer’s disease. Their scores on the Mini-Mental State Examination were between 11 and 22, with a mean of 18. The scores on the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (17-item version) were below 6, suggesting that all participants were within the normal range. Second, they presented serious problems in carrying out daily activities (ie, showed step substitution, omission, or sequence errors that psychological reports attributed to their fading memory). However, they possessed a good control of the upper limbs, which was required for carrying out the activity steps. They were also reported to have typical hearing and visual functioning skills that allowed them to understand (respond to) verbal instructions as well as videos aimed at guiding them through the activity steps. Third, their families and staff personnel were highly interested in an evaluation and possible application of technology-based intervention strategies to support their daily activities. Their families had also signed a formal consent authorizing their involvement in this study, which had been approved by a scientific and ethics committee.

**Setting, Activities, and Data Recording.** The study was carried out in a quiet room of the nursing home that the participants attended. Two activities were available for each participant. One activity used the video prompting strategy and the other activity used the verbal instructions strategy. One or two trials per activity occurred each day. The activities were similar to those used by Lancioni et al and practically relevant for the participants. They consisted of coffee preparation and table setting and included 18 steps. Table 1 reports the list of steps used for coffee preparation and the general verbal instructions that were available for them. When this activity was used with the video prompting strategy, the step instructions consisted of video clips portraying the actions required to complete the single steps from the performer’s perspective. The participants used 2 contiguous desks for the activity. One desk (ie, items’ desk) contained all the items required for the activity scheduled; the other desk (ie, implementation desk) served for using/arranging those items and thus completing the activity.

Data recording concerned the participants’ performance of the activity steps. A step was recorded as “correct” if it matched the description of that step and occurred independent of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Take the tablecloth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Put tablecloth on the table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Take the coffee machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Put coffee machine on the table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Take the filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Put filter in the machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Take the coffee can</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Put coffee can on the table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Take the spoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Put coffee in the filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Take the bottle of water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Put water in the machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Take the rag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Clean the table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Take the tray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Put tray on the table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Take 2 cups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Put the cups on the tray</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
guidance by research assistants. Interrater agreement was checked over 20% of the baseline and intervention trials. The percentages of interrater agreement were computed by dividing the number of activity steps with agreement by the total number of steps and multiplying by 100. The percentages were within the 85 to 100 range, with means above 95.

**Technology With Verbal Instructions.** The technology with verbal instructions included (1) a computer with specific software containing the recording of the verbal instructions related to the activity to be performed, (2) 2 speakers, (3) optic sensors (photocells), and (4) light-reflecting paper. Two contiguous desks were used for the activities, namely, an items’ desk and an implementation desk (discussed previously). The photocells and light-reflecting paper were arranged in front (at the opposite sides) of the first desk, that is, the one containing the activity items, so that the participant broke the photocell light beams every time she reached for the items. Activity trials started with the computer presenting the first instruction (eg, take the tablecloth). In taking the item, the participant activated the photocells. This started a programmed, brief interval (eg, 4 seconds) at the end of which the computer presented the next instruction (eg, put tablecloth on table). After a programmed, longer interval (eg, 20 seconds), the third instruction occurred. Such a procedure continued for each step of the sequence. Brief intervals were programmed after the responses of taking objects from the items’ desk and longer intervals after the instructions of using/arranging those objects at the implementation desk. The length of the intervals was programmed, for each participant individually, by the research assistants involved in the study. Such programming was based on observations of the participants during the activity. In essence, the technology ensured that the participants received 1 verbal instruction at a time, in relation to the single steps of the activities that they were to perform.

**Technology With Video Prompting.** The technology with video prompting included (1) a computer with specific software regulating the video clips related to the activity steps to be performed, (2) 2 speakers, (3) 1 screen located on a base between the items’ desk and the implementation desk, (4) optic sensors (photocells), and (5) light-reflecting paper. Video prompting consisted of the presentation of video clips (ie, separate film segments), which represented the activity steps. Each video clip (ie, step representation) lasted 6 to 18 seconds, with an average duration of about 9 seconds. The clips were filmed from the performer’s perspective (ie, the perspective of the person who had to carry out the activity) and involved the same material as used during the intervention trials. In addition to demonstrating the actions required for completing a step, each video clip included a voice-over cue alerting/encouraging the participant to watch. Each video clip ended with a static image (ie, the last frame of the clip) that remained on view. Activity trials started with the computer presenting the first video clip/prompt. The procedure followed for the presentation of the video clips/prompts of the following steps was the same as that described for the verbal instructions. In essence, the participant was presented 1 video clip at a time, and the technology was arranged in such a way that it would allow the participant the possibility of completing the step on hand before the next clip was shown.

**Experimental Conditions.** The study was carried out according to an alternating treatments design, in which each of the 2 strategies was used for 1 of the activities available. For Louise and Wendy, the first activity (ie, coffee preparation) was used with the verbal instructions strategy, and the second activity (ie, table setting) was used with the video prompting strategy. Rhonda and Holly had the opposite activity–strategy combination. When the participants’ performance showed stability over trials, a crossover phase reversing the activity–strategy combinations was introduced. This served to verify whether the percentages of correct responses/steps obtained for the activities were due to the strategies or the activities per se. Guidance by a research assistant occurred if the participants failed to respond to a verbal instruction or video prompt for 10 to 20 seconds (during intervention) or performed a step incorrectly (during both baseline and intervention). At the end of the sequence, the research assistant expressed social appreciation (ie, 2 or 3 sentences underlining the participants’ good effort). Following the end of the study, a social validation assessment was carried out, in which university psychology students were asked to rate the participants’ performance with the video prompting strategy and the verbal instructions strategy on a 5-item questionnaire.

**Baseline.** Four or 8 baseline trials were carried out on each of the 2 activities available for the participants. During baseline trials, the participants did not have the support of the technology. The research assistant simply asked the participants to carry out the activity scheduled for the trial. The baseline ended only if the percentage of correct steps at the last trial was lower than or equal to that recorded in one or more of the previous trials.

**Intervention.** Intervention on each activity was preceded by 6 or 7 familiarization (practice) trials during which the research assistant used the necessary guidance to ensure that the participants responded to the technology-based instructions (verbal instructions or video prompts) and avoided errors. These trials were followed by 40 to 50 regular intervention trials per activity (ie, a number of trials ensuring performance consolidation/stability). Each activity was combined with 1 of the strategies (see Experimental conditions), and the trials on them occurred in an alternating fashion. Guidance by the research assistant occurred as described above (see Experimental Conditions).

**Crossover.** Thirty crossover trials were carried out for each activity (ie, to be able to identify any immediate or delayed difference between strategies). During the crossover trials, the activity previously matched with video prompting was combined with verbal instructions and vice versa.
Table 2. Questionnaire Items of the Social Validation Assessment.

1. Do you think that the participant is comfortable with this strategy?
2. Do you think that this strategy is easily compatible with the daily context?
3. Do you think that the participant can benefit from this strategy?
4. Do you think that caregivers and family would support this strategy?
5. Would you like to be involved in the use of this strategy?

Social Validation Assessment

The social validation assessment of the participants’ performance with the 2 instruction strategies relied on the ratings of 4 groups of 10 university psychology students with a mean age of about 22 years. These groups represented convenience samples selected among students who had an interest in the field of disabilities and rehabilitation. Each group was employed to rate the performance of 1 of the 4 participants by watching two 3-minute video clips of that participant. One video contained part of a trial with the verbal strategy and the other video part of a trial with video prompting. The order of the 2 parts varied across the students. Those parts were selected by the research assistants in charge of the study who had agreed in considering them representative of the participant’s performance with the 2 strategies. The rating was carried out through a 5-item questionnaire (see Table 2). For each item, the students provided a score of 1 to 5, which indicated least and most positive ratings, respectively.

Results

The 4 graphs of Figure 1 summarize the data for Holly, Wendy, Louise, and Rhonda, respectively. The black circles and empty squares represent mean percentages of correct steps over blocks of baseline, intervention, and crossover trials for the activity assigned to video prompting and the activity assigned to verbal instructions, respectively. Blocks include 5 trials except when arrows are present. In those cases, they include 2 or 4 trials, depending on whether a smaller or a larger arrow is present. During baseline, the participants’ mean percentages of activity steps carried out correctly varied from below 20 to about 40. During the intervention with video prompting, the participants’ mean percentages of correct steps increased to levels exceeding 90, except in the case of Louise who had a level of about 85. During the intervention with verbal instructions, their mean percentages remained largely similar regardless of the change in the intervention with the verbal instructions strategy. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed no significant difference between the levels of correct steps obtained with the 2 strategies. The study was completed in about 3 months for all the participants.

Table 3 shows the raters’ mean scores, standard deviations, and P values computed on the single questionnaire items for both the strategies. The computation was based on the data of all 4 participants. The mean scores for the 5 items of the questionnaire varied between 3.45 and 3.63 in relation to the video prompting strategy and between 2.78 and 3.45 in relation to the verbal instructions strategy. The score differences between the 2 strategies, assessed with paired t tests (standard parametric procedures to compare data distributions), were statistically significant for 3 items of the questionnaire. Those items were the second, fourth, and fifth and concerned the compatibility of the strategy with the daily context, caregivers’ and family's support for the strategy, and raters’ personal interest in using it (see Table 3).

Study II

Method

Participants. The participants (Peggy, Page, Tory, and Scarlett) were between 75 and 91 (M = 80) years of age and attended a day center for persons with Alzheimer’s disease, where they were provided with some supervised activity involvement and mild movement opportunities. Pharmacological treatment for the Alzheimer’s condition was available for Tory and Scarlett and consisted of memantine. Like in study I, the participants’ selection was based on 3 general criteria. First, they were functioning within the mild or moderate range of the disease. Their scores on the Mini-Mental State Examination were 20, 17, 22, and 22, respectively. The scores on the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (17-item version) were between 7 and 23, suggesting that 1 participant (Peggy) was in the severe and another 1 (Page) in the mild range of depression, whereas the other 2 did not have depression. Second, all 4 participants had problems in carrying out daily activities (with step and sequence errors attributed to fading memory; ie, as in study I). However, they were known to possess and control the motor schemes required for the activity steps and understand and respond to verbal and pictorial instructions. Third, their families and staff personnel were highly interested in the use of technology-based intervention strategies to support their daily activities. Their families had also signed a formal consent for this study, which had been approved by a scientific and ethics committee.

Setting, Activities, and Data Recording. The setting for this study was an activity room of the day center that the participants attended. The 2 activities selected for the study were practically relevant for the participants and consisted of preparing vegetables and dressing vegetables. The activities included 20 steps. Table 4 reports the list of steps for the dressing activity. When an activity was used with the pictorial cues strategy, the step instructions consisted of static picture cues. When the activity was used with the video prompting strategy, the step instructions consisted of video clips portraying the step actions from the performer’s perspective (see study I). Use of instructions, data recording, and interrater reliability matched those of study I.

Technology With Pictorial Cues. The technology with pictorial cues included (1) a computer with specific software regulating
the pictorial (photographic) images/cues related to the activity steps to be performed, (2) 2 speakers, (3) 1 screen located on a base between the items’ desk and the implementation desk, (4) optic sensors (photocells), and (5) light-reflecting paper. At the start of an activity trial, the screen showed a pictorial cue. This represented the first instruction (eg, the image of the apron that the participant was to take from the items’ desk). In taking the apron, the participant activated the optic sensors and caused the appearance of a new pictorial cue (marked by an alerting sound) on the screen. This cue, which replaced the previous one on the screen, represented the second step of the task (eg, put the apron on). After a programmed interval (eg, 20 seconds), a new pictorial cue signaled by an alerting sound appeared on the screen. This cue represented the third instruction (ie, an item that the participant was to take from the items’ desk). The procedure continued the same way through the different

Figure 1. The 4 graphs summarize the data for Holly, Wendy, Louise, and Rhonda. The black circles and empty squares represent mean percentages of correct steps over blocks of baseline, intervention, and crossover trials for the activity assigned to video prompting and the activity assigned to verbal instructions, respectively. Blocks include 5 trials except when a smaller or a larger arrow is present. In those cases, they include 2 and 4 trials, respectively.
Table 3. Raters’ Mean Scores (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) on the Questionnaire Items for the 2 Strategies.a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Video Prompting</th>
<th>Verbal Instructions</th>
<th>Paired t test</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.58 0.89</td>
<td>3.45 0.77</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.45 1.09</td>
<td>2.78 0.91</td>
<td>P &lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.53 0.97</td>
<td>3.10 0.99</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.63 0.89</td>
<td>3.20 0.90</td>
<td>P &lt; .05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.53 0.87</td>
<td>3.00 0.87</td>
<td>P &lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: M, mean; SD, standard deviation; ns, not significant.

a Rating scale used anchors of 1 = very low and 5 = very high.

steps of the activity. This technology/strategy was a simplified version of the strategy with pictorial cues used by Lancioni et al.41

Technology With Video Prompting. The technology with video prompting was as described in study I.

Experimental Conditions. The study was carried out according to an alternating treatments design that allowed comparison of the video prompting strategy with the pictorial cue strategy.51 Baseline, preintervention familiarization, and intervention conditions were comparable to those reported in study I. Similarly, a crossover phase followed the regular intervention period. The number of intervention and crossover trials varied between 27 and 37 and 10 and 15, respectively. Smaller numbers of trials were used compared to study I due to (1) a somewhat reduced availability of the participants and (2) the assumption that even a smaller data set could be fairly informative.

Social Validation Assessment

Four groups of 14 university psychology graduates, with a mean age of about 25 years, were involved (as raters) in a social validation assessment of the participants’ performance with the 2 strategies. Each group rated the performance of 1 participant after watching two 3-minute video clips of the participant. The clips covered part of the trial with the video prompting strategy and part of the trial with pictorial cues and were selected as in study I. The order of the parts varied across the raters. The rating was carried out through the same questionnaire used in study I (see Table 2).

Results

The 4 graphs of Figure 2 summarize the data for Peggy, Page, Tory, and Scarlett, respectively. The black circles and empty squares represent mean percentages of correct steps over blocks of baseline, intervention, and crossover trials for the activity assigned to video prompting and the activity assigned to pictorial cues, respectively. The blocks are as in Figure 1. During baseline, the participants’ mean percentages of activity steps carried out correctly were always below 40. Like in study I, the intervention produced high levels of correct steps with both strategies. These levels remained high during the crossover phase also. The percentages were above 90 for all the participants with video prompting and 3 of them (Peggy, Tory, and Scarlett) with pictorial cues. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test54 showed that the levels of correct steps obtained with video prompting were significantly higher (P < .01) than those obtained with pictorial cues during both intervention and crossover phases for (Peggy) or during the intervention phase (for Page). The study lasted less than 3 months for all the participants.

Table 5 shows that the raters’ M scores for the 5 items of the questionnaire varied between 3.38 and 4.02 in relation to the video prompting strategy and between 3.07 and 3.27 in relation to the pictorial cues strategy. The score differences between the 2 approaches, assessed with paired t tests,55 were statistically significant for all the items of the questionnaire in favor of video prompting.

General Discussion

The results of these studies indicate that the new computer-aided video prompting strategy was effective in all the participants. Each participant obtained rapid and large increases in the percentage of correct steps, showing overall levels of performance comparable to or higher than those obtained with existing verbal and pictorial strategies (ie, strategies serving as relevant practical criteria).51,56 The results of the social validation assessments indicated that the video prompting strategy was rated as (1) equivalent to the verbal instructions strategy from the standpoint of being comfortable and practically beneficial for the participant and better than the verbal instructions strategy in terms of compatibility with the daily context, caregivers’ and family’s support, and raters’ personal interest in

Table 4. List of Steps for Dressing Vegetables Activity.

1. Take the apron
2. Put the apron on
3. Take the tablecloth
4. Put the tablecloth on the table
5. Take the baking tin with vegetables
6. Put the baking tin on the table
7. Take olive oil
8. Pour oil on vegetables
9. Take salt
10. Put salt on vegetables
11. Take spices
12. Put spices on vegetables
13. Take pieces of cheese
14. Put pieces on vegetables
15. Take a large spoon
16. Mix the vegetables
17. Take grained bread
18. Spread the vegetables
19. Take a rag
20. Clean the table

Table 5 shows that the raters’ M scores for the 5 items of the questionnaire varied between 3.38 and 4.02 in relation to the video prompting strategy and between 3.07 and 3.27 in relation to the pictorial cues strategy. The score differences between the 2 approaches, assessed with paired t tests, were statistically significant for all the items of the questionnaire in favor of video prompting.
using it (study I), and (2) better than the pictorial cues strategy on all items (study II).

In light of these results, a number of considerations can be put forward. First, the primary goal of the study, that is, developing an effective alternative to the verbal and pictorial instructions strategies for supporting daily activities in people with mild and moderate Alzheimer’s disease, appears to have been achieved. Indeed, the video prompting strategy seemed to be at least as effective as the other 2 strategies when applied with persons functioning within the mild or moderate range of the disease.45-48,57 Obviously, some caution may be needed in making general statements given (1) the limited number of participants and activities involved in the study and (2) the use of familiarization/practice trials at the start of the intervention. Those trials might have concealed possible differences between strategies in level of instruction transparency/efficacy (and their early effects on correct performance).48,57

Second, the video prompting strategy may need to be analyzed not only in relation to its efficacy but also in terms of its possible advantages over the other strategies. Indeed, it may

![Figure 2](https://example.com/image.png)

**Figure 2.** The 4 graphs summarize the data for Peggy, Page, Tory, and Scarlett. The black circles and empty squares represent mean percentages of correct steps over blocks of baseline, intervention, and crossover trials for the activity assigned to video prompting and the activity assigned to pictorial cues, respectively. The blocks are portrayed as in Figure 1.
Table 5. Raters’ Mean Scores (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) on the Questionnaire Items for the 2 Strategies.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Video Promoting</th>
<th>Pictorial Cues</th>
<th>Paired t test</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: M, mean; SD, standard deviation; ns, not significant.
* Rating scale used anchors of 1 = very low and 5 = very high.

have an advantage over the verbal strategy in terms of compatibility with other activities and patients present in the same environment in which it is employed (ie, its use may occur without producing much disturbance, particularly if the screen is in a room corner). It may also have an advantage over the verbal strategy as well as the pictorial instructions strategy in terms of its impact on the opinion of social raters (ie, as indicated by the social validation assessments). Its compatibility with other activities and other people may be practically relevant and facilitate (promote) its employment over time in daily contexts.5,28,35,36,43,46,47,58 Its positive impact on social raters and, potentially, service managers could be another factor in favor of its daily employment.41

Third, the video prompting strategy does not largely differ from the other strategies in terms of costs. It requires a computer-aided system (like the other 2 strategies) and a screen (like the strategy relying on static pictorial cues). One could argue that the preparation of the video prompts is more laborious and time consuming than the preparation of static pictorial cues or of verbal instructions, and this might direct the choice of some staff personnel away from the first strategy.41,58 In contrast to that mentioned previously, one could also underline the fact that the preparation of the instructions is only carried out (and for a fairly brief time period) at the beginning of the intervention program and whenever a new activity is introduced in the program. In other words, the additional time cost might be seen only as marginally relevant in relation to the overall time investment that any program requires.59

Fourth, although the social raters considered the video prompting strategy the preferred alternative of the 3 being used, the studies failed to assess the participants’ direct preference. Knowing their preference would be important, given that they would be expected to be more consistently (lastingly) successful and at ease with the strategy that they prefer.46,60 This would be relevant in terms of their engagement perspectives as well as their level of satisfaction.4,6,19 Personal satisfaction could represent a most meaningful target of any intervention with these participants.13,37,40,61,62

Fifth, new research in this area could address various issues. One issue could be the investigation of the aforementioned participants’ preference to determine whether this aspect can be used to guide the intervention choice that families and care/rehabilitation centers are required to make.63 A second issue could concern an extension in the use of the strategies to determine whether the present findings can be replicated across patients and contexts and with multiple activities for each strategy.51 A third issue could concern upgrades of the technology solutions at the basis of the different strategies so as to facilitate their use by staff and families.45 A fourth issue could concern an investigation of possible ways of combining video prompting and verbal instructions to determine whether such a combination might increase the patients’ instruction benefit as opposed to the use of only verbal instructions or video prompts.59 A fifth issue could concern new initiatives to search for possible alternatives to the present strategies in the attempt to successfully reach and help an increasingly large number of patients.51,64
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